


OUR 
STORY





In 1976, I traveled through Indonesian waters for the first time. Because of our company’s offshore oil
exploration, I found myself going to unknown territories that have been left alone for centuries. Outside Java,
many of Indonesia’s lands remained basically untouched. And a lot of their stories, untold.

Fortunately, we lived to tell the tale. A tiger attacking an engineer in Kalimantan. Me face to face with
Anatole, the house python. The magnificent sight of Phinisi fleets. It all felt unreal, like a hidden world or a
forgotten era. I decided I would have to return.

So for the last 25 years, in my spare time, I’ve been sailing across Singapore to Papua on my own boats. But
even then, I still cannot say that I know Indonesia – its biodiversity, geography, flora and fauna, its people,
their culture, religions and beliefs.

So when the opportunity came, I decided to convert one of our heavy-duty ocean vessels into a luxury
expedition yacht – comfort & style meets safety & security. Voyagers can explore farther than ever, go
deeper into the unknown, and ride waves like never before. And still, at the end of the day, rest, assured.

Welcome on board, and bon voyage!

Remi Epstein





THE
YACHT





The Kudanil Explorer is a 50-metre long luxury
expedition yacht that’ll take you diving, surfing and
exploring the most magical unknown parts of the
Indonesian archipelago. 

A maximum of 16 guests and 3 children can stay in
8 beautiful berths with access to exclusive
amenities along with 21 crew members who’ll
ensure exceptional comfort. 

Built as a safety standby vessel, the
Kudanil Explorer provides the reliability
you need to wander far into the
uncharted.
So, pack your sense of adventure,
the ocean beckons.
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COME
EXPERIENCE 

THE 
EXQUISITE 
AMBIENCE



Pamper yourself with a spa, dine at the
indoor restaurant and bar or find
something new to read at the library
lounge

Main Deck 
Spa
Indoor Restaurant & Cinema
Library Lounge
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Eight 30.5m² private cabins await you.
Each bedroom (15m²) comes with one
king-size bed or two single beds
(optional). Additional beds are available
for children upon request. 

Each cabin also comes with an en-suite (4.5m²)
bathroom, a private terrace (11m²) complete
with a day bed, two chairs and a coffee table.
There’s adjustable air-conditioning as well as an
entertainment system to connect your devices
and watch your movies on big screen.
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LAZE IN THE
SHADE & WATCH
THE WAVES



Top Deck 
Lounge 
Outdoor Restaurant 
Sky Saloon

Enjoy a gentle breeze and 360° ocean views from
our cozy daybeds, indulge in gourmet meals at
the outdoor restaurant or just relax and hang out
at the indoor sky saloon.
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Enjoy the view of the horizon, sun tan during 
the day and star gaze at night while soaking in the
Jacuzzi up on our Monkey Island.

Monkey Island 
Jacuzzi
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OUR
EXPEDITIONS







It’s time to plan your trip 
into the uncharted territories
of Indonesia.                                  

                                                
                                                         This is your invitation.



Get ready to experience a rich and diverse
Indonesia like no one ever else will. Discover
the cultures and traditions of some of the
world’s lesser-known communities. Head to
Nusa Tenggara Timur where you can have
hidden the surf breaks of Savu and Sumba
mostly to yourself. Or, have you ever surfed in
Papua where we practically never see another
soul in the lineup?

Beyond the surf, we witness villages forgotten
in time, go fishing, or relax on pristine beaches
after a long session of sharing tropical waves
with your friends or family.

SURF
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You can snorkel or dive at some of the world’s
best sites to meet manta rays and. whale
sharks. With East Indonesia sitting right in the
heart of the Coral Triangle, encounter more
coral fish species than in any other waters on
the planet. 

Look for the hammerhead sharks in the Banda
Sea, explore healthy reefs throughout the
archipelago, or witness the Wobbegong, a rare
shark species endemic to this corner of the
world. To make the journey even greater, you’ll
also get a moment to take in the most
breathtaking beaches and volcano landscapes
in the country. 

DIVE
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Embark on a journey with friends and
family where everything can be
tailormade: A mix of activities and a
bespoke route. 

Start your journey in Komodo and go
beyond to discover the myths of Flores
with its volcanoes and villages hidden
deep in the mountins. 

Or tick the boxes of Raja Ampat before
you set out to explore the wonders of
Triton Bay where we discover gushing
waterfalls, paradisiac beaches, and
welcoming locals. 

Indonesia, with its 17,000+ islands, 600
languages, and unrivaled natural beauty,
has it all. Customize your experience to
suit your passion. 

BESPOKE
JOURNEYS





OUR
DESTINATIONS





We’re here to show you some of the planet’s most
uncharted and beautiful landscapes. On the Kudanil
Explorer, you’ll cruise in absolute comfort while our
expert guides take you through the magnificent
marine paradise of Indonesia. We’ll follow the
monsoon to sail in calm seas and avoid rain. You’ll
have the luxury of tailoring your trip, selecting your
preferred destinations and undoubtedly gather some
excellent tales of the sea.

Let the
adventures across
uncharted waters
begin.
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KOMODO & BEYOND
When you arrive in Nusa Tenggara Timur (East Nusa
Tenggara), you’ll be treated to over 500 islands of rich
marine biodiversity and bubbling volcanoes.

The most famous of the islands form Komodo National
Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site that’s also home
to the world’s largest lizard, the Komodo dragon.
When you’re ready, leave the creatures for the
beautiful crater lakes of Kelimutu and terraced fields of
Detusoko. Then head to Ngada to find fjords,
waterfalls, traditional villages, megalithic formations,
and a warm welcome from the locals. 

These are islands unpinned and off the grid. And they
are waiting for you to find them. 





BANDA & THE
SPICE ISLANDS

32 With nutmeg, mace, and clove once
exclusively found there, Maluku, also
known as the Spice Islands, was for
centuries the most sought-after in the
world. 

As avid adventurers, you can walk the
paths of history, making your way through
nutmeg and cinnamon plantations as well
as colonial architecture. 



Let’s take the time 
to hear them all.

When you’re done learning about the past, continue to
discover the rest of Wallacea, a key contributor to the mega-
biodiversity of the Indonesian archipelago. Snorkel in pristine
waters to see the most resilient coral and breathtaking
underwater worlds. These islands come with great stories of
old, unstirred by the stirring of the waves. 
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Papua played a pivotal part in the study of the
evolution with its unique, endemic flora and fauna.
Today, that fascinating biodiversity that holds the
secret to our existence is still alive and flourishing. 

Out at sea, pristine coral, extraordinary marine life and
historical wrecks all come together to deliver a
wonderland for both, seasoned and amateuer divers
as well as snorkellers. 35

PAPUA, TRITON BAY & 
RAJA AMPAT
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“When we experience adventure,
we find ourselves in the present
moment and savor all the beauty
that life has to offer.”




